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5.2 The IDEA Method:

I –

INTRODUCE the skill – Brief description. Key Coaching Points.
Reference current inter-county or club players who are
proficient at this particular skill.

D–

DEMONSTRATE the skill – Explain the skill. Demonstrate the
technique in full a number of times. Break the skill down using
Head – Hands – Feet. Repeat. Coach / Assistant Coach /
Players demonstrate. 3-D Demo. Silent Demo.

E–

EXECUTE – Practice the skill. Verbally and visually explain the
organisation of the drill / game / activity.

A–

ATTEND – Observe the players performing the skill a number
of times. Watch carefully. Look out for errors. Provide positive
and constructive feedback. Choose players who are perfecting
technique to demonstrate for others. Ask players to observe
and positively critique. Encourage players to look for help if
not succeeding.
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5.3 The STEP Method:
(How to Vary any Exercise, Drill, Activity or Game)

S–
T–
E–
P–

SPACE – Increase / Decrease. More space = less pressure, but
more running. Less space = closer contact, more pressure to
perform correct technique with less running. Different shapes.

TASK - TIME – Alter – easier / harder. Change skill. Add /
remove additional skills / movements / rules / conditions.
Increase pace. Change target from fixed to moving. Increase
time, perform task more often. Decrease time, perform the
task quicker.

EQUIPMENT – Change ball – bigger / smaller. More or less.
Against a wall / net / hurling wall / tyre / target. Increase /
decrease challenge. Tackle bags. Sliotars on a rope.
Beanbags. Cones. Hoops. Poles.

PLAYERS / Personnel – Increase or decrease numbers. Vary
the challenge. Less / more on a team. Introduce opposition –
token / partial / full. More players to lessen time, e.g.3v2,4v3.
Progress gradually to full opposition. Contest in a game-like
manner.
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5.4 Head Hands Feet:

HEAD
Eyes on the ball.
Awareness. Head down or
up?

HANDS
Grip / Lock / Ready
Position. Thumbs. Hurley
Hand. Ball Hand. Soft
Hands. Ball to Hand. Short
hurley grip. Ready to Lock
Position.

FEET
Dominant Foot. Lead Foot.
Positioning. Shoulder width
apart.
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6.0 Skills Code:
CODE:
M2
M3
M4
R4
R6

SKILL:
MAINTAINING POSSESSION:
Solo Run
Breaking Tackle
Evasion Skills: Roll-off / Feint / Side-step
RELEASING POSSESSION:
Overhead strike
Lift & Strike

Skill No. M2

Solo Run

Key Coaching Points
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hold hurley flat, with toe pointing away, at waist level.
Toss ball onto bas with ball hand, then place ball hand halfway down hurley.
Progress to using hurley hand only on hurley, using ball hand for balance and
protection.
Progress to holding hurley down at slight angle for soloing at pace.

Common Errors (Remedies)

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Toe of hurley pointing inwards.
Holding hurley at full length away from body.
Holding hurley too high.
Soloing at inappropriate times.
Not taking initial 4 steps before soloing.
Hopping ball too high – losing control.
Handling ball 3 times.
Looking solely at ball on bas, not looking around at options.

Remedies:
§
§
§
§
§
§

Practice taking 4 steps.
Point toe away from “smelly belly”.
Hold hurley with short grip for greater control.
Use beanbag initially.
Use tennis racquet / table-tennis bat for greater success with infants
“Solo out of trouble, not into trouble” – Damien Cahalane.

Drills

§
§
§
§
§

c/f Beanbag Activities.
Start with stationary, then progress to walking / jogging / sprinting.
Start with straight lines, progress to different shapes – circles / triangles / stars –
and then multi-directional movement.
Introduce obstacles to be negotiated at each stage of movement mentioned
above.
Start each drill with stationary object (beanbag / ball if more able). Progress to
hopping on bas. Do same drill but first with stationary ball then hopping ball.
Elicit responses from players – which way is easier? Is there a time and place for
both ways? When should you hop? – At this stage coach could introduce
opposition to a competent soloer – which is easier to do when opposed? Elicit
strategies of protecting ball – using ball hand. Elicit strategies for distracting
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§

§

§

Solo Run

soloer – placing your bas between eyeline of soloer and his bas without touching
him.
Start drills with ball on ground – practice jab lifting ball onto bas without catching
and sprinting forwards – (c/f. Ben O’Connor).Progress to soloing between 2
cones.
When players are competent with soloing introduce opposition – initially chasing
without contact, then chasing and attempting to flick – again practice with
stationary ball and hopping ball – some players will be more comfortable with
either way. Then chase from either side – using ball hand won’t always work!
Then introduce opposition head-on. Elicit possible options from players – sidestep – / feint / using your catch wisely / using your steps correctly / flicking ball
over opponent’s head (c/f. Joe Canning) / dummy striking / using both sides of
bas / hand-passing or flicking ball to teammate / taking challenge and using
opponent’s momentum to gain a few yards and strike / batting ball if in on goal,
etc.

Games

§

Solo Tag – Players run around grid – tagger solos after players and tries to tag
them with ball in hand – those tagged have to leave grid. Progress by increasing
taggers / reducing space.

Skill No. M3

Breaking the Tackle

Key Coaching Points
1.
2.

3.
4.

Ready Position.
Hold the hurley near the top of the handle
and perpendicular to the ground while going
through the tackle.
Use the hurley strongly as a shield.
Protect the ball.

Common Errors (Remedies)
§
§
§

Not using the hurley to protect yourself.
Too many steps.
Not protecting ball.

Games / Drills
1. Set Up: Two defenders, one at each
green cone on the 21 hold their
hurleys straight out, flat to the
ground. There is a forward at the
yellow cone and a defender at the
blue cone with 2-3m between them.
Both of these players are on their
knees.
2. Execution: On the coaches whistle
both players drive up, attacker must
jab the ball and break the tackle at
green cones before shooting for a
goal. Defender at blue cone attempts to stop him from scoring. Players swap roles
for the next turn.
3. (Putting the players on their knees/all fours/facing the opposite way is good for
speed development as players have to drive their legs into the ground to get up
quickly).

Skill No. M4 Evasion – Roll Off

Key Coaching Points
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Take the ball into the hand approaching the opponent.
Plant the right foot forward towards the opponent’s left shoulder.
Engage the opponent in a side to side charge.
Using their shoulder as a hinge, roll off by swinging the left leg around and
pivoting on the right foot.
Plant the left foot on the ground and keep the ball to the outside of the
body, now the right side.
Bring the right leg around and accelerate away. Use the solo run to clear
the opponent.

Common Errors (Remedies)
§

Putting wrong foot forward towards opponent’s shoulder;
Right Foot – Opponent’s Left Shoulder; Left Foot – Opponent’s Right
shoulder.

§

Attempting roll off before reaching opponent.
Coaching Points 3 & 4.

§

Showing ball to opponent.
When executing roll off, ball should be held between own body and opponent.

Drills
1. Basic
§ Divide the players into pairs
§ Ensure each pair has adequate space to perform the technique
§ One player in each pair performs the roll technique off their partner
without a ball
§ The technique should be performed at a walking pace initially allowing
the players to focus on planting the correct foot and rolling in the correct
direction

Skill No. M4 Evasion – Roll Off
§
§
§
§
§

§

The players should practice the technique off both sides
After a set number of attempts reverse the roles
As the players become more competent the pace should be increased
gradually
As the players develop introduce a ball
The players should be encouraged to take the ball into the hand
approaching their partner, keep the ball to the outside of the body during
the tackle and solo the ball as they move away
The pace of the drill should be reduced to allow the players to become
comfortable performing the technique with a ball before gradually
building it back up again

2. Intermediate – Tackle Bag Roll
§ Mark out a zig zag formation using 5 cones, each approximately 8m apart
§ One player holding a tackle bag is positioned at each of the 3 middle
cones
§ These players must hold the tackle bag correctly using a sturdy grip,
keeping it high for protection and with one foot forward to brace
themselves
§ The remaining players line up at one end of the formation
§
Each player in turn jogs through the formation practicing the roll with
the right and left shoulder at each alternate tackle bag
§ Initially the players may not be required to play the ball but as they
become comfortable with the drill they should play the ball particularly
focusing on using the solo as they move away from each tackle
Progression:
§ Mark out a grid approximately 10 to 15m square as shown
§ Mark out a goal area 10 meters from the grid
§ Divide the players into attackers and defenders, with one goalkeeper
§ Each defender enters the grid in turn to be approached by an attacker
who must perform the roll before moving away and shooting on goal
§ The defender remains stationary providing token opposition initially but
may continue to tackle the player to increase the difficulty of the drill
§ Rotate the players after a set number of attempts.

Skill No. M4 Side Step, Feint &
Roll Off
Key Coaching Points
When confronted by opponent:1.
2.
3.
4.

Bring ball into hand just before reaching opponent (maximise 4 steps when
executing side step).
Fake movement to one side, shift body weight to that side.
Push back off planted foot to change direction.
Accelerate away quickly.

Common Errors (Remedies)
§
§
§
§

Stepping to one side too early.
Bringing ball into hand too soon, before reaching opponent ( will not have
enough time/steps to get past opponent)
Accelerating away too slowly.
Not transferring weight to one side. (Will not disguise direction of
movement).

Games
Players in line 5m apart (poles, 5m apart). Players, in
turn, fake movement to one side and side steps each
player in turn.

Skill No. M4 Side Step, Feint &
Roll Off
Variation:
Players in possession feign and side step each of
defending players;

Progression:
Players in possession attempt to solo through grid,
side stepping opponents.

Players in possession attempt to pass opponents and
score.

Coaching Points:
S- Space; Vary the size of the playing area.
Increasing the size can reduce the difficulty,
decreasing the size can increase the intensity.
T- Task/Time; Alter the task that players are expected to perform. Put a time
limit on execution of skill.
E- Equipment; Alter the equipment, add cones/poles, more balls.
P- Personnel; Increase/decrease number of players, (on one side or both sides).

Skill No.
R4

Striking a Ball
in the Air
(Overhead Strike)

Key Coaching Points
1. Getting into the correct position to be able to carry-out a proper stroke is key….
Good movement and footwork are essential.
2. Cannot be flat-footed when approaching the ball… must be ready to adjust position
of feet to adapt to best position for striking.
3. Hurley must be held prepared for overhead striking action, lock position of the
hands, shorter back-swing than if striking from the hand.
4. Try to get side-on to the ball as much as possible.
5. Try to connect with the ball at the height of the full extension of the hurley.
6. Must watch the ball all the way onto the strike.

Common Errors (Remedies)
§

§
§

§

§

Flat-footed under ball, cannot adjust to the best position to strike => mis-time the
striking action.
(Emphasise movement footwork, just bat the ball first, then re-direct with flat
hurley, then mini-strike, then full strike).
Hurley not in a ready position for the strike => too late in the strike => miss ball.
(Hurley must be held in a position ready to lift sharply for strike).
Pull with too-long a stroke => mis-time the strike.
(Short, sharp, wristy action needed, not long, slow, laboured swing, demonstrate
action).
Not watching the flight, speed of the ball in the air => mis-time the strike.
(Positioning, movement, awareness, all required). Players not turning their
shoulders in line with flight of ball => line of shoulders should be PERPENDICULAR
not parallel
Not pulling on the ball at all => opponent catches/blocks.
(Explain value of genuine overhead pull, even if contact not made, breaking ball,
no easy possession for opponent ball going through, etc.).

Gerald Mc
Carthy

Skill No.
R4

Striking a Ball
in the Air
(Overhead Strike)

Drills
§

§

Unopposed Striking
o Threes 10/20/30m apart, throwing ball to central player, rotate central
player.
o Up the level of difficulty by striking to central player (less control of
trajectory, more speed, etc.).
o Place central player in actual match position.
Opposed Striking
o As above but central player opposed, initially passive opposition, move on to
more active opposition.

Skill No. R6

Lift and Strike

Key Coaching Points

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ready Position with shoulders and side of feet in line with target.
Feet apart so that body is balanced in ready position.
Ball placed in front and at equal distance from both feet.
Move to lift position, placing left foot (if right handed) alongside ball, crouch
body and bend knees.
Jab lift/Roll lift ball to shoulder height,
Strike ball between waist and knee height.
Follow through with swing.

Common Errors (Remedies)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Shoulders and sides of feet not in line with target.
Ball placed too close or too far away.
Ball brought up to high.
Not adjusting feet and body when lifting ball

B.
Cunningham
(Frees)
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8.1 Technical Drills – An Explanation

Technical Drills:
There are three types of Technical Drills
·
·
·

Basic Drills
Intermediate Drills
Advanced Drills

Basic drills:
Basic Drills should be used to introduce young or new players to a technique or skill.
Key Points:
·
·

Players are stationary or engage in movement to perform the technique only.
Emphasis on the ball doing the work.

How Basic Drills Work:
Basic drills allow the player to focus only on the specific technique at hand. To do so
all other demands on the player’s attention are excluded. This means movement is at
a minimum. All further demands like speed, pressure, opposition are not relevant at
this stage.
Intermediate Drills:
Intermediate drills introduce movement and require the players to have a significant
degree of competency in the underlying technique to complete the skill.
Key Points:
·
·

One or other players must move or be moving.
Emphasis on the ball and the players doing the work.

How Intermediate Drills work:
The player performs the skill with movement involved, with the pace of the movement
gradually progressing – from walking, to jogging, to running as the player’s
proficiency increases.
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·
·
·

Stationary to Moving – performing the skill from a stationary position, playing the
ball to a moving partner.
Moving to Stationary –performing the skill while moving, playing the ball to a
stationary partner.
Moving to Moving – performing the skill while moving, playing the ball to a
moving partner.

Advanced Drills:
Advanced drills challenge the players to perform the technique while exposed to a
greater number of demands, approaching the demands required to perform in game
situation
Key Points:
·
·

Pressure is increased by speeding the drill up progressively towards match
tempo, and by reducing the space and time the players have to perform the skill.
Reaction responses, multiple techniques or physical contact may be introduced.

How Advanced drills work:
As the player’s proficiency increases, drills must progress towards game intensity to
further challenge the players. By introducing greater pace, reduced space and time,
other techniques, decision making or an opponent, the drills becomes more like a
game situation.
Opposed drills are the most challenging version of Advanced drills.
Opposition should be introduced gradually, initially as “token” opposition before
progressing to full opposition as the players develop.
Opposed drills can be very productive with proficient players, but introducing
opposition against a player who is not proficient at performing the skill can result in
their performance suffering and consequently the drill breaking down.

COACHING SESSION PLANNER
DATE:
NO. IN ATTENDANCE:
SESSION THEME

EQUIPMENT LIST

WARM UP

PLAY A GAME 1

REVISE A TECHNIQUE

STARTING TIME:
CONDITIONS:

FINISHING TIME:

PRACTISE THE TECHNIQUE

DEVELOP THE SKILL

PLAY A GAME 2

COOL DOWN

SESSION REVIEW
IDENTIFY 3 ASPECTS OF THE SESSION THAT WENT WELL:
1.
2.
3.
IDENTIFY 3 ASPECTS OF THE SESSION TO IMPROVE UPON:
1.
2.
3.

Conditioned games
The ‘Two Players’ game.
This allows most to take part in a normal game, while two players [in direct opposition – e.g. one
midfielder from each side] are taken aside before the game and quietly given the following rules
by which only they must play: Should one or the other score during the game, the actual score
will be trebled [e.g. 1 point = 3 points…1 goal = 3 goals]. Should either assist a score [i.e. final
pass], the score will be doubled. This is best used to force „lazy‟ player who only likes going
forward to work harder and learn the value of covering back. Remember, should any coach have
two “lazy‟ [but talented] players in the team and not address the problem during sessions, the
chances of success on the pitch are minimal!

Below is an example of a tactical training session
Tactical problem
Focus

How do you support the player with the ball when in an offthe-ball position?
Understand that in order to maintain possession off-theball players must be open (create a passing lane) to receive
a pass.
Understand that in order to maintain possession the player
with the ball must choose and execute the correct passing
option.

Modified game
Examples of
developmental
questions

3v3 Give and Go
· How can the players without the ball help the player

with the ball?
· What should off-the-ball players be doing in support
of their team-mate with the ball?
· What should you do after you pass the ball?
· What happens to the space when you move? And
what does that mean for your team-mates?
· What happens to the space if you do not move? And
what does that mean for your team-mates?
· How can you indicate that you are open to receive
the ball?
· How can you use space to your advantage in
maintaining possession?

Practice task

Give and Go 3v1 or 3v2 with passive defence.

Return to modified
game

3v3

Conclusion

What game principles did you apply in order to successfully
maintain possession?

Opposite Corners
Ages; 12/13 +
Key focus; Switching Play

Give and Go.

10 – 7 - 5 Second Game

Ages; Youth/ Adults
Key Focus; keeping possession, support play ,accurate passing and off the
ball running.

ROTATE THE DEFENDER
Ages; 10yrs +

Key Focus: Passing – Lateral support on the ball and the angle of the pass.

Conditioned/Modified Game 1.
- One/two/three pitches from side line to side line, with small goals,
depending on numbers. If 30 players then 3 pitches. (Middle pitch may have
goalies who don’t move, with full size goals)
- Two teams of 5/6 players in each game.
- Team must hold possession for 6 passes. Player cannot pass ball back to
player who passed it.
- Once 6 passes completed, can then try to score a goal.
- Matches last 3/4 mins. One team then moves to next pitch, so playing
different opposition.
- Each team plays 3 games.
- (Can be hand pass only, stick pass only, one followed by another etc)
- Emphasis on keeping possession/ regaining possession/ finding space/
movement off the ball/ heads up hurling.

Conditioned
-

game 2.
Backs and forwards with midfielders.
Player can only strike or pass the ball in the direction he’s facing.
Trying to encourage full forward line to lay off ball to other players
outside and half forwards/ midfielders to support the player in
possession.

Conditioned game 3.
-

Three second rule.
Player in possession has three seconds to get rid of the ball, or the ball is
turned over to the opposition
Once player wins possession, coach starts a 1-2-3 count.
Player must scan the field and make quick decisions on how best to use
the ball.
Can play as part of a possession game or in backs and forwards or full
game mode.

Conditioned Game
Game: Single Goals
Teams of 5 to 8 players
Sliotars/ Footballs; 1
Pitch: One goal in middle
Cones:
Rules: Normal rules apply
Set-up:
Two teams play around one goal and try to score points. Area around
goal is exclusion zone marked out by flexible markers about 20m from
the goals. Players cannot score from inside this area.

Both teams are trying to score in the same goals.
The ball never goes out of play. It can set up so that half of each team is on
either side of central line though this is not necessary.
Players may not cross from one side to the other but can pass the ball across
it.
Rationale:
A useful game to play if numbers do not allow a full game to be played.
Players are moving the whole time looking to receive or win the ball. Players
on the ball are looking to shoot or pass to a player in a more favourable
position.
Variations:
A) Award two points if a score directly results from a long pass that crosses
from one side of the goals to the other.

Munster GAA Conference 10th March
“GAMES BASED APPROACH TO TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT”
“INCREASING ATTACKING OPPORTUNITIES”
“DEVELOPING DEFENSIVELY”

By: Brian Murphy & Martin Coleman

Games Based Approach to Training
Unfortunately, the "traditional" approach to training often fails to equip players to use newly
acquired skills in game play. The acknowledged reason for this failure is that traditional training
often isolates skill development from game play. The movements (motor) aspects of skills are taught
without the cognitive aspects. The player knows how to move without knowing when to move and
why. The end result is that the player performs the skill successfully in the controlled training
situation, but the skill falls apart during live game play.
In a Game-Based Approach, the process is to structure a progression of situations to develop the
competency of playing hurling. Players are taught how to make tactical decisions and learn
technical skills as solutions to solve problems on the pitch. Technical skills are learned in the
context of playing.
The term "Game Based" however, doesn't mean that lessons involve players just playing games. That
would allow the skills and situations players need to master to occur randomly. With any complex
skill, it is often easier to learn if it is broken down into manageable parts. This is true for tactical skills
as well as technical.
To help coaches systematically use a Game-Based approach, "Situation Training” coaches should
break the game down into specific, frequently encountered situations, adapted to the player’s level.
Today we will try breaking the game down into different frequently encountered situations.
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Circle Shooting Game
Players are divided into 2 teams (approx. 8 to 12 a side)
A goal is made in the middle of the pitch using either portable goals or training poles
A circle of cones is placed around the goal roughly 40 to 50 metres in diameter depending on age
group
Players can move where ever they want inside and outside of the circle but a score can only be
scored from outside of the circle
The game is continuous and does not stop after a score
First to 10 is the winner or how long the coach feels they want to keep the game going
Purpose of the game:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Develop shooting from distance
Develop shooting under pressure
Encourage players to find a player in a better position
Encourage players to keep moving into positions to receive a pass
Encourages support play
Teaches players to shoot from in front of goal instead of difficult angle
Players have to attack and defend
Promotes hooking, blocking and flicking

Progression:
1. A team has to pass 3 times before they can shoot
2. Give points for hooks, blocks and flicks
3. Give a point for if a player catches the ball on the other side of the goal after a score
4. Put in a goalkeeper and shoot for goals from outside a smaller circle
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Team Point Scoring Game
Divide players into teams of 5 or 6 depending on numbers
Each team will have only ONE sliotar for the game & players begin with the sliotar at a pole or cone
at the 45m line
Player jab lifts the sliotar and solos towards goal striking at about 30 metres from goal
The onus is on the players to devise a system for retrieving the sliotar and getting it back out to the
45m line for the next player as quick as they can
Players must rotate retrieving the ball and shooting after every shot
Players in a team of 5 will usually put 2 players behind the goal and 3 players out at the 45m line
When the player at the 45m line shoots they continue in behind the goal to then become a retriever
One of the retrievers behind the goal gathers the ball and strikes it out to the next player at the 45m
line and then continues out to the 45m line to become a shooter
This is continued until the game ends with player swapping in and out on every shot
The team that reaches 10 first are the winners
Purpose of game:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Get players to work as a team
Get players to think for themselves and make decisions
Develop striking on the run
Develop accurate passing
Develop shooting under pressure

Progression:
1. Players shoot from further out or closer
2. Players shoot from their weak side
3. Rotate positions players shoot from
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30m

45m
3 v’s 3
Divide players into teams of 3
Both teams are playing into the same goal
The coach has the sliotars on the 45m line where the teams will collect the ball from.
Each game will be decided after 3 possessions. The first ball is given uncontested to Team A. The
second ball is give uncontested to Team B. The third and final ball is struck up in the air 50/50 by the
coach and is to be contested by both teams.
If a team intercepts the ball from the attaching team and they are inside the 20m they are allowed
to score but they have to bring the ball back outside the 20m line before they can score
If a team shoots and the ball is saved by the goalkeeper or the goalkeeper gains possession then that
ball is dead and the next ball is then in play
The team that scores the most wins
If the game is a draw after 3 possessions another 50/50 ball is struck in by the coach until one team
scores
Purpose of the game:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Players have to take on their opponent one on one and try to score
Develops good running off the ball to create space for your team
Develops scoring opportunities
Players have to attack and defend
Develops last man defending
Develops hooking, blocking and flicking
Develops decision making
Shooting for goals and points

Progression:
1. Have 6 possessions instead of 3
4
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Goals only to be scored
Points only to be scored
All players have to receive a pass before you can score
One team has an extra player who cannot score themselves
Have teams of 4 instead of 3

Maintaining possession until an attacking opportunity arises:
Players are split into 2 teams (approx. 8 a side).
Each Team are put into an area 30m x 30m with “No man’s land” in between 5m-10m.
3 players from each team go into the opposition’s area making the game 5 v 3. (See diagram below)
The Red team start with the ball, they must make 2 passes in their area before they can strike to red
player in the other zone.
Red player in the other zone must get the ball into his hand before yellows can, to get a point.
If the ball lands in no man’s land, other team get possession.
First to ten points wins.
Purpose of game:
1. Create space before hitting the sliotar into the forwards.
2. Force players to look up before striking for a forwards run.
3. Force players to move into good positions to receive a pass & time their runs.
4. Players act as attackers & defenders.
Progression:
1. Catch the ball without it hitting the ground = 2 points
2. Catch the ball overhead = 3 points
3. If player from your team is hooked or blocked = minus 1 point
4. Distance of “No man’s land” can be increased & Reduce space available
5. 5 v 4 or 5v5

No Man’s Land
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Score & Move
Set up 6 goals/gates at different angles, using poles, around the pitch 10m-15m wide.
Divide the players into 2 teams and get players to mark each other.
Positions are not relevant in this game.
To score a player must hit the sliotar through the goals/gates and possession must be retained by a
player on the same team once it’s passed through the goals.
Purpose:
1. Players are forced to make runs to support the player in possession to score.
2. Shots must be precise; players must pick their spot in the goals-related to avoiding the goalkeeper
with shots, rather than just shooting at the goals.
3. Emphasis that players must mark their man when they lose possession & prevent players from
getting the ball into their hands thus stopping a score.
4. Players can play long and short passes in order to create a scoring opportunity

Progression:
1. Shots through the goals must be caught by player on your team for it to be a score.
2. All scores must be made using your right or left sides
3. Hook or block made by your team earns a point
4. Reduce the space for closer control
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Forward Movement/ Defender Tracking
Set up backs and forwards, 2 gates are placed on the 65m line which defenders have to solo
through.
Coach/player hits ball in from the opposite 45m line. Once the ball is struck all the forwards must
run until the ball goes dead from either a score, defenders solo through the gates or wide.
Players should be allowed to recover fully and return to their starting position before starting again.
If players are making bad runs, into crowded areas or across a man running through then stop the
play and get the players to analyse what is going wrong, so that they can see where they should run.

Purpose
1.Get both forwards and defenders moving
2.Make intelligent runs, not just run for the sake of running
3.Movement to create space for others and also movement to possibly take a pass or a score.
4. Defenders have to deal with being pulled out of position
5. Once forwards lose the ball they must work to stop the defenders soloing through the gates, while
defenders must work the ball out.

Progression
1. Each forward has to touch the ball before they can score
2. Only certain players can score, so the forwards must work the ball to this player in a good position
3. Only goals

7
Brian Murphy GDA & Martin Coleman GDA 10/3/2012
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